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2 Jun 2016  Pete Gwozdz  pete2g2@comcast.net 
Bartlomiej Gula [2] 
 Wojciech 1 Gula [2] 
Maryanna Kapinos [2] 
  Wawrzyniec Gula [2] 
Wawrzyniec Galica [2] 
 Katarzyna Galica [2] 
Maryanna Turski [7] 
   Wojciech 2 Gula [2] 
Jakub Pietras [4]  
  Tomasz Pietras [4] 
Anna Partyczek [4] 
  Maryanna Pietras [4] 
Wojciech Ogorzalek [4] 
 Apolonia Ogorzalek [4] 

Wojciech Mazgay [4]    Wladyslaw Gula [2] 
Jan 1 Mazgay [4] 
 Jakub Mazgay [4] 

Stanislaw Turski [7] 
Anna Turski [7] 
  Jan 2 Mazgaj [4] 

Jakub 1 Gula 2 [3] 
Jakub 2 Gula 2 [3] 
 Maryanna 1 Gula 2 [3] 

Sebastjan Padykula [4] 
Jadwiga Padykula [4] 
   Agnieszka Mazgaj [4] 
 Tomasz Miga [4] 
  Maryanna Miga [4] 
Wojciech Robak 2 [5] 
 Dorota Robak 2 [5] 
Sebastjan Sypek [6]    Eugene Gula [2] 
 Jan Sypek [6] 
Anna Robak [6] 
  Marcin Sypek [6] 
Sebastjan Czerwony [2] 
 Maryanna Czerwony [2] 
Lucja Kapinos 3 [2] 
   Wojciech Sypek [6] 
Jakub 1 Gula 2 [3] 
 Jozef 1 Gula 2 [3] 

Sebastjan Morytko [4] 
Franciszka Morytko [4] 
  Maryanna 2 Gula 2 [3] 
Jozef Stachowicz [5]     David Gula [2] 
 Maryanna Stachowicz [5] 
 Wojciech Sowa [5]  Antonia Sypek [6] 
  Jedrzej Sowa [5] 
Adam Sypek 2 [7] 
 Anna Sypek 2 [7] 
Ewa Piechota [7] 
   Agnieszka Sowa [5] 
 Wojciech Kapinos 2 [3] 
  Maryanna Kapinos 2 [3] 
Szymon Padykula 2 [4] 
 Teresa Padykula 2 [4]   Rita Borsa [2] 
Maryanna Misuir [4] 
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Dave Gula Descendancy 
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Pete Gwozdz 

pete2g2@comcast.net 
The [page numbers] are hot links;  click to read discussion. 
Data from birth certificates [8], Wadowice Gorne microfilms [8], parish books [8], and Tarnow Archive [8] 
 

Czerwony 
Sebastjan [12]     1762     m 9 Nov 1788 (118) Lucja Kapinos 3 (b 1770) 
 Maryanna [12]  6 Dec 1797 (80) - 27 Nov 1823 (Wamp 45)   m Jan Sypek [6] 
 

Galica 
Wawrzyniec    1748 - 7 Apr 1814 (180)  m 21 Oct 1787 (186) Maryanna Turski [7] 
 Katarzyna     30 Oct 1799 (186)  m Wojciech 1 Gula [2] 
 

Gula 
Bartlomiej [10]     1762  m 15 Feb 1789 (28) Maryanna Kapinos (1770 - 8 Dec 1835) 
 Jan        1790 - 22 Nov 1849 (111) 
 Helena       18 May 1792 (69) 
 Apolonia      2 Feb 1794 (69) - 17 Mar 1802 (117) 
 Franciszka      20 Feb 1797 (69) 
 Wojciech 1 [9]    16 Mar 1798 (69)  m 1 Oct 1820 (69) Katarzyna Galica [2] 
  Maryanna      28 Jan 1823 (77)  m Jan Padykula 
   Anna     19Jun 1856 (58) 
  Wawrzyniec [9]   6? Aug 1825 (77?) m 8 Feb 1847 (34? & 49) Maryanna Pietras [4] 
   Ludwika    25 Aug 1851 (49)  maternal grandparents confused see Notes 
   Wojciech 2 [9]  7 Apr 1854 (49)  m 12 Feb 1877 (70 & 55) Agnieszka Mazgaj [4] 
    Anna    29 Apr 1884 (70) 
    Jan           m Weronika Bednarz 
     Adeline        m Ziobro 
    Wladyslaw [9] 7 Feb 1889 (70)  m 23 May 1911 (Bondsville MA) Antonia Sypek [6] 
     Chester        never m 
     Frank         never m 
     Helen         m Charles Kobza 
      Gary 
     Eugene        m Rita Borsa 
      Steven   
 Source:   David [8] 
      Susan   
   Anna     4 Jun 1857 (49) 
   Antoni     1 Aug 1863 (70) - 9 Jun 1864 
   Jan      11 Nov 1865 (70) 
  Andrzej     18 Oct 1827 (77?)  m 16 Feb 1852 Anna Dzialo 
   Maryanna    25 Mar 1857 (34)s 
  Agnieszka     28 Jan 1831 (77) 
  Michal      24 Jul 1833 () 
  Jozef      20 Jan 1836 () 
  Anna      23 May 1837 (63) 
 Stefan       1802 - 8 Aug 1807 (69) 
 Kazimierz      1805 - 24 Mar 1805 
 Katarzyna      1809 - 3 Dec 1812 (82) 
 Jozef       1810 - 3 Dec 1824 (82) 
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Gula 2 
Jakub 1 [16]      1714 - 9 May 1794 (88)   
 Jakub 2     1747 - 29 Apr 1812 (78) m 9 Aug 1778 (88) Jadwiga Padykula [4] 
  Jakub 3     2 Feb 1780 (88)  m 16 Nov 1800 (87) Anna Midura 
   Maryanna 3   20 Dec 1803 ()  m 6 Nov 1825 Jozef Pietras 
  Franciszek twin?   2 Feb 1780 (88) 
  Maryanna 1 [17]  20 Feb 1782 (88)  m Wawrzyniec Zaiac [7] 
  *-*             2m Jakub Mazgaj [4] 
  Szymon 1     4 Oct 1784 (88) 
  Jozef 2      6 Mar 1788 (88) 
  Katarzyna 2    15 Nov 1790 (88) 
  Andrzej     14 Nov 1802 (72) 
*-*              2m 24 Jan 1780 (88) Franciszka Morytko [4] 
 Pawel    23 Jan 1781 (88) - 23 Feb 1849 m 22 Jun 1800 (121) Maryanna Pietras 
 *-*              2m 5 May 1822 (80) Katarzyna Rys 
  Jozef 3            m Anna Balon 
 Jozef 1 [16]    16 Mar 1783 (88)  m 16 Oct 1803 (Wamp 50) Maryanna Stachowicz [5] 
  Apolonia     28 Aug 1825 (Wamp 43) 
  Marcin            m Agnieszka Dziura 
   Piotr     12 May 1857 (Wamp 43) 
  Agnieszka     25 Dec 1816 (Wamp) 
  Katarzyna 3    23 May 1819 (Wamp 43) 
  Maryanna 2 [16]   13 Apr 1822 (Wamp 43)   m Marcin Sypek [6] 
  Anna      8 Jun 1825 (Wamp 43) 
 Michal       14 Sep 1785 (88) 
 Katarzyna 1     26 Apr 1788 (88) 
 

Gula 3 
 Wojciech            m Anna Rys 
  Maryanna     1845     m Marcin Sypek 2 [7] 
I’m confident this Maryanna Gula is not an ancestor, as discussed in the Notes [10] 
 

Kapinos 2 
 Wojciech     1789      2m 17 Nov 1811 (Wamp 35) Teresa Padykula 2 [4] 
  Michal     26 Sep 1813 (Wamp 35) m Anna Sypek 
   Katarzyna    12 Mar 1854 (Wamp 65) 
  Maciej     28 Jun 1816 (Wamp 65) 
  Tomasz    24 Oct 1818 (Wamp 30) m Agnieszka Maziarz 
   Apolonia    14 May 1853 (Wamp 82) 
  Agnieszka    7 Dec 1820 (Wamp 30) m Marcin Robak 
   Michal     23 Dec 1850 (Wamp -) 
  Maryanna [18] 21 Sep 1823 (99) (not Wamp)  m Jedrzej Sowa [5] 
  Katarzyna           m Jozef Robak 
   Maryanna    31 Dec 1850 (Wamp 50) 
   Anna     4 Feb 1853 (Wamp 50) 
  Jan             m Katarzyna Strycharz 
   Jozef     26 Dec 1838 (Wamp 65) 
   Maciej     18 Dec 1952 (Wamp 99) - 21 Nov 1876 
   Wawrzyniec   Aug 1854 (Wamp 99) 
   Sebastjan    17 Dec 1855 (Wamp 99) 
   Katarzyna (twin of Sebastjan) 17 Dec 1855 - 12 Apr 1872 
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Mazgaj 
Wojciech [14]   

Jan 1 [13]             m 20 Oct 1782 (31) Anna Turski [7] 
 Katarzyna      1792 - 17 Jan 1795 () 
 Teresa       1 Oct 1794 (-) 
 Jakub [13]     1783?     m 24 Nov 1816 (78) Maryanna 1 Gula 2 [3] 
  Jan 2 [13]     17 Jun 1821 ()   m 14 Jan 1845 (56) Maryanna Miga [4] 
   Marcin     1 Jul 1851 (55) [parents named Jan & Maryanna Miga] 
   Agnieszka [13]  18 Jul 1857 (55)  m Wojciech 2 Gula [2] 
   Maryanna          not m 
    Agnieszka   11 Nov 1856 () 
 

Miga 
 Tomasz [16]     1802     2m 9 Nov 1823 (38) Dorota Robak 2 [5] 
  Maryanna [16]   1826     m Jan 2 Mazgaj [4] 
  Katarzyna           m Marcin Pietras [4] 
 

Morytko 
Sebastjan [17] 

Franciszka [17]     <1765     m Jakub 1 Gula 2 [3] 
 

Ogorzalek 
Wojciech 
 Apolonia      1805     m 29 Jan 1826 (71) Tomasz Pietras [4] 
 

Padykula 
Sebastjan 

Jadwiga       <1765     m Jakub 2 Gula 2 [3] 
 

Padykula 2 
Szymon             m Maryanna Misuir 
 Teresa       30 Sep 1793 (Wamp 44) 
 

Pietras 
Jakub [16]      1761   2m 16 Feb 1802 (71) Anna Partyczek (b 1761) 
 Tomasz [15]     6 Dec 1802 (71)  m 29 Jan 1826 Apolonia Ogorzalek [4] 
  Maryanna [15]   1827     m Wawrzyniec Gula [2] 
  Marcin      1830     m 9 Feb 1852 (49) Katarzyna Miga [4] 
   Apolonia    12 Jan 1856 (49) 
   Wawrzyniec   15 Jul 1857 (49) 
  Maciej      19 Oct 1832 (-) 
  Andrzej     8 Nov 1833 (56) 
  Jan       11 Jun 1838 (56) 
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Piksa 
Andrzej             m Maryanna Koba 
 Apolonia [18]  18 Feb 1800 (77) - 6 May 1846 (Wamp 96)  m Jan Sypek [6] 
 Anna       18 Jun 1802 (77) 
 Antoni             m 13 Feb 1843 Agnieszka 
 Wojciech      29 Mar 1822 (179) 
 Nikolaj       13 Nov 1814 (46) 
 

Robak 2 
Wojciech 
 Dorota       1804     m Tomasz Miga [4] 
 

Sowa 
 Wojciech [15]     1772     m 4 Sep 1810 (30) Anna Sypek 2 [7] 
  Jan       20 Jun 1813 (Wamp 16) 
  Jozef      1 Feb 1818 (Wamp 16) [grandfather Adam Sypek] 
  Jedrzej  [15]  28 Sep 1815 (Wamp 18) m 14 Nov 1842 (Wamp 84) Maryanna Kapinos 2 [3] 
   Agnieszka [15]  17 Dec 1849   m 29 Oct 1867 Jozef Sroka 
   *-*            2m Wojciech Sypek [6] 
   Jozef     9 Feb 1853 (Wamp -) [grandmother Teresa Padykula] 
   Katarzyna    19 Mar 1856 (Wamp 84) [grandmother Teresa Kapinos] 
  Piotr      7 May 1820 (Wamp 24) [grandfather Adam Sypek] 
  Maryanna     16 Feb 1823 (Wamp 32) 
 

Sroka 
   Jozef     1840 - 7 Dec 1885 (W.W. 121)  m Agnieszka Sowa [5] 
    Apolonia   25 Aug 1869 (W.d. 121) 
    boy died at birth 23 Sep 1871 (W.W. -) 
    Marcin   18 Oct 1872 (W.W. 121) - 27 Nov 1872 
    Piotr    8 Nov 1873 (W.W. 121) 
    Michal    14 Jun 1876 (W.W. 121) - 28 Sep 1876 
    Ludwik   12 Dec 1877 (W.W. 121) - 20 Oct 1879 
    Jan     28 Jan 1881 (W.W. 121) 
 

Stachowicz 
Jozef [16] 
 Maryanna [16]     1782     m Jozef 1 Gula 2 [3] 
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Sypek 
Sebastjan [12]     1754     m Petronela  Borowa (1762 - 17 Jun 1794 (171)) 
 Jozef 1       18 Mar 1780 (179) 
 Maryanna 3     29 Nov 1781 (179) m 8 Nov 1795 (-) Jozef Bigda 
 Magdalena 1     20 May 1784 (171) 
 Magdalena 2     6 Jun 1785 (171) - 26 Apr 1787 (171) 
 Wojciech 2     7 Mar 1787 (171) 
 Anna 2       12 Jul 1789 (171) 
 Maciej       29 Jan 1792 (17) 
 Blazej       1 Feb 1794 (171) - 22 Mar 1794 (171) 
*-*               2m 23 Nov 1794 (171) Anna Robak (1770) 
 Jan [6]      21 Jun 1796 (171)  m 1818 Nov 8 (89) Maryanna Czerwony [2] 
  Apolonia     21 Apr 1820 (Wamp 44) 
  Marcin [10]   12 Oct 1822 (Wamp 44) m 20 Nov 1843 (Wamp 96) Maryanna 2 Gula 2 [3] 
   Katarzyna    1 Aug 1847 (Wamp 96) [grandmother Apolonia Pixa] see Notes about this [12] 
   Michal     31 Aug 1850 (Wamp 96) [gmother Maryanna N] 
   Agnieszka    22 Aug 1853 (Wamp 96) [grandmother Apolonia Kuza] 
   Maryanna 1   13 Aug 1859 (Wamp 96) [gmother Apolonia Gula] 
   Apolonia    16 Jun 1861 (Wamp 96) [gmother Apolonia Piksa] 
   Wojciech [10]   25 Oct 1862 (Wamp 96) [gmother Apolonia Piksa] m Agnieszka Sowa [5] 
    Antonia [10]  28 Dec 1893 (WW 121) m Wladyslaw Gula [2] 
   Apolonia    25 Nov 1864 (Wamp 96) [gmother Apolonia Piksa] 
 *-* (2nd marriage of Jan)        2m 11 Jan 1824 (Wamp 41) Apolonia Piksa [5] 
  Jozef      26 Jan 1825 (26 Wamp) 
  Michal      1825     m 9 Jul 1860 (Wamp 96) Marianna Hynek 
                  Hynek is a widow aged 50 
  *-*             2m Maryanna Piskor 
   Marcin 2    24 Nov 1881 (Wamp) m 5 Jun 1905 Maryanna Kapinos 
                     m in Springfield MA USA 
    Maria Lucia  1920 USA - 2000  m Howaey 
     female         m Peck 
 Source:   Samuel Peck [8]     source of information for Marcin 2 
        appledumplinghangout@gmail.com 
    Antoni  1926 USA - late 1990’s 
   Apolonia 1  6 Feb 1883 (121 Wamp) - 16 Feb 1883 
   Apolonia 2  5 April 1884 (121 Wamp) - 20 Nov 1886 
  Wojciech     1826     m 28 Jun 1846 Agnieszka Lesniak 
   Anna 1     3 Mar 1855 (Wamp 96) [gmother Apolonia Pixa] 
  Maryanna     1828 
  Agnieszka     24 Aug 1828 (Wamp 90?) 
  Sebastjan 2          m Katarzyna Stachowicz 
   Maryanna 2   1 Mar 1853 (Wamp -) [gmother Apolonia N.] 
 Jozef 2       12 Mar 1798 (171) 
 Stefan       28 Dec 1799 (171) 
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Sypek 2 
Adam        1765 - 27 Jan 1833 (-)  m 15 Feb 1789 (-) Ewa Piechota (b 1770) 
 Maryanna 1     18 Jan 1790 (26) 
 Jozef 1       6 Mar 1792 (125) 
 Anna       26 May 1794 (203) m Wojciech Sowa [5] 
 Szymon [13]     27 Oct 1796 (203)  m 8 Jul 1821 (91) Anna Kijak 
  Marcin [10]    3 Nov 1833 (107)  m 5 Nov 1860 (107 & 111) Maryanna Gula 3 [3] 
I’m confident this Marcin Sypek is not an ancestor, as discussed in the Notes [10] 
   Maryanna    1 Feb 1863 (111) maternal gmother Maryanna Rys 
   Jadwiga    30 Sep 1865 (WW? 111) 
   Wiktoria    2 Jun 1868 (WW 111 ) gmother Joanna Kijak  m Piotr Kos 
    Helena    3 Aug 1857 (139) 
   Katarzyna    16 Jan 1871 (WW 271 ) - 28 Aug 1871 
   Helena     3 Aug 1873 (WW 271 ) - 24 Aug 1874 
   Helena     21 Aug 1875 (WW 271 ) 
  Jan             m Maryanna Padykula 
   Antoni     10 Jul 1868 (WW 107) 
   Apolonia    20 Apr 1871 (WW 269) 
  Apolonia           m Adam Gula 5 
   Jan      11 Aug 1856 (90) 
 Jan        20 May 1801 (203) 
*-*               2m 21 Jan 1810 (-) Katarzyna Balon 
 

Turski 
Stanislaw [14]      1730??   This descendancy is speculative;  see the Notes [14] 

Anna       1762??      m Jan 1 Mazgay [4] 
Maryanna [14]     1766      m Wawrzyniec Galica [2] 

*-* (Stanislaw 2nd marriage)         2m 12 Jan 1778 (31) Maryanna Wesowa 
*-*                3m 7 Jan 1782 (31) Agata Gumienska 
*-*                4m 30 Oct 1785 (31) Katarzyna Czerwony 

 Katarzyna      12 Mar 1787 (31) 
 Jan        12 Aug 1788 (31) 
 Agnieszka      14 Jan 1794 (-) 
 Jan        13 Jan 1798 (34) - 22 Nov 1798 (34) 
 

Zaiac 
  Wawrzyniec   1780 - 11 Sep 1815 (47) m 13 Oct 1805 Maryanna 1 Gula 2 [3] 
   Maciej     13 Jan 1812 (88) 
   Agnieszka    17 Dec 1815 (59) 
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Notes 
7 Jun 2016 

Pete Gwozdz 
pete2g2@comcast.net 

 
Dave Gula. [2]  He contacted me by email 28 Apr 2016.  He saw my on-line information.  He provided jpg’s of his 
two grandparents from Wadowice Gorne parish:  both birth (baptism) certificates, 2 versions of the marriage 
certificates.  Birth certificates gave me the names of his 2 grandparents, 4 great grandparents and 6 of his 8 great 
great grandparents. 
 
Gula & Sypek.  Family names of Dave’s grandparents.  I’m interested because both names are in my family tree, 
from the same parish.  In 2003 I did a big study of the Wadowice Gorne parish Gula & Sypek families;  I made 
several Gula & Sypek descendancy trees - family lines going back to the oldest 1777 records from the parish, and 
there are other Gula & Sypek records that I have not connected into descendancy trees.  Other Gula & Sypek 
descendants have seen my on-line documents and contacted me over the years, so I have made more trees for them, 
and connected some of us with common ancestors.  Before Dave contacted me I had 7 Gula descendancies and 15 
Sypek descendancies.  So I have been motivated to do more studies connecting yet more living descendants of these 
two family lines.  I also have done work on many other family lines. 
 Dave is the first living Gula for whom I have been able to trace a male Gula pedigree line back to the 1700’s.  I 
have Gula ancestors and I have helped others with Gula ancestors, but these are not direct male Gula lines.  All this 
is from Wadowice Gorne, where the name Gula is quite common. 
 
Sam Peck has Sypek ancestors;  I did a Sypek tree and document for him in 2013.  I connected his tree to Dave 
Gula’s tree during this project.  They have a common ancestor, Jan Sypek [6]. 
 
Wadowice Gorne Vital Records.  My list of what records are available. 
 
Wadowice Gorne Microfilms.  That Vital Records web page has a list of the 3 LDS microfilms of data for 
Wadowice Gorne parish, with details of what information is in what film.  I purchased copies of all 3 for storage at 
the local LDS library, for convenience in my research. 
 
Parish Books.  The Wadowice Gorne rectory has record books that have not been microfilmed.  I visited the parish 
and studied these books and took extensive notes. 
 
Tarnow Diocese Archive.  The microfilms were made from the data stored here, which are civil copies (copied by 
handwriting), not parish originals.  I visited the Archive and found some Wadowice Gorne records (1879 - 1885 
Births, Marriages, Deaths) in those files that have not been microfilmed, so I took extensive notes of that data. 
 
Excel Index.  That Vital Records web page has links to my index, which I made in 2006.  That index includes 
Wadowice Gorne microfilm records 1777 - 1799.  For the 1800’s I only added data for a few of my family lines, like 
Gwozdz and Kmiec.  Over the years I added 1800’s data for my studies of other families, including Gula & Sypek, 
but not all Gula & Sypek data is included in the Index. 
Here is a direct link to that index: 
http://www.gwozdz.org/WadowiceGorne/WadowiceGorneDataBase.xls 
A simplified version of this index database in web format is also available: 
http://www.gwozdz.org/WadowiceGorne/WadowiceGorneVitalRecords.Html 
If you scroll down that file to Gula Wojciech you see births with this name in 1791 and 1798.  I discuss those 2 here 
in this document, below.  If you scroll further you see three Gula 0 Wojciech births after 1827;  Gula 0 is my family 
line - those earlier Gula I have not matched into family lines.  Further along there are more Gula lines but the name 
Wojciech only shows up in Gula 4.  Gula 3 in that Index is not the same as Gula 3 here in Dave’s document;  by 
coincidence Gula 2 is the same;  I’ll need to standardize the numbering when I add Dave’s line to my Index.  Same 
with Sypek. 
If you sort the Gula data using the on-line xls file, you’ll notice all the Gula births between 1800 and 1831 are Gula 
0.  That’s because I entered Gula birth data into my Index only for my family line in that time range.  For 1834 to 
1856 there are a few other Gula besides Gula 0 because I did a study for another Gula family and added that data. 
My master copy of my Index has more Gula data from recent years for my next on-line update, but still my Index is 
not close to complete after 1799. 
 
Format; Descendancy; Tabs in Word.  I use tabs to nicely arrange the data in columns in the Descendancy.  The 
columns on the left for generations work nicely because there is no text to the left.  You may see a problem with tabs 

http://www.gwozdz.org/WadowiceGorne/
http://www.gwozdz.org/WadowiceGorne/WadowiceGorneDataBase.xls
http://www.gwozdz.org/WadowiceGorne/WadowiceGorneVitalRecords.Html
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for birth date and marriage columns, however.  With different display drivers, sometimes a word is a bit longer or 
shorter so the next tab comes out differently.  Try deleting or adding a tab.  I have the tabs set short - 0.2 inches.  A 
tab difference may cause a line to break into the next line, putting text on the far left.  If you view this on a cell phone 
many of the data lines will break onto the next line and make it confusing.  If you print this, extra line breaks may 
cause a Descendancy section to split pages, so fix that in “Page Layout” view before printing. 
 
Bookmarks.  Available as an alphabetical index here, in the Word version, DaveGula.doc.  The bookmarks in the 
Descendancy all start with the letter “D”.  Use the [page number] bookmark “hot links” to jump around.  Also, 
remember to use the Word “Find” to search for specific names and topics. 
 For studying the Notes, I recommend Word “Split” view, with the Descendancy at the top of the screen and the 
Notes for that same family at the bottom. 
 
Common Family Names.  In Wadowice Gorne Parish, late 18th century.  I made a list in 2001, using my Index [8] 
of all Deaths from the microfilms [8], 1787 - 1799.  Pietras [4] is #1, most common, with 44 entries.  Kapinos ([2], 
[3]) #5 with 32.  Gula ([2], [3], [3]) & Ogorzalek [4] tied for #7 with 22.  Sypek [6], [7] & Robak ([5], [6]) tied for 
#10 with 18.  Gwozdz #14 with 14. 
 
Wladyslaw Gula. [2]  English Walter, Latin Laudislaus.  Dave’s grandfather.  Dave provided data for children & 
grandchildren.  Birth certificate [8] says birth 1889.  The Parish [8] has a birth book with 1889 that says “Wadowice 
Gorne” on the cover.  I studied the books at the Wadowice Gorne parish (and also at Wadowice Dolne, which has 
had a parish since 1911) and determined that in 1885 they started separate books for the parish villages of Wadowice 
Gorne, Wadowice Dolne, and Wola Wadowska.  (Wampierzow was always separate, with its own chapel.) 
Wladyslaw was born in Wadowice Dolne per his certificate.  Since the parishes do not have a Wadowice Dolne book 
for births before 1900, his record is not at the parish.  In the 1879-1885 birth records from Tarnow [8], I did find his 
sister Anna with the same parent and grandparents named.  Dave provided the name of Wladyslaw’s brother Jan.  
Notice that the house number on the birth certificate (70) matches the house number in Anna’s birth record.  It’s 
pretty clear to me that the birth certificate was requested from the parish in 1931, at which time the information was 
copied from the Dolne book, which has disappeared from the shelf since then (I visited twice).  Wladyslaw probably 
needed this certificate to apply for US citizenship. 
 
Wojciech 2 Gula. [2]  English Adalbert or Adelbert or Albert, Latin Adalbertus.  Wladyslaw’s father.  I found his 
1854 birth record in the microfilm, same mother & grandparents as in Wladyslaw’s birth certificate [8].  Marriage:  
in previous versions of this document I reported that I did not find his marriage to Mazgaj in the Banns.  Later, after 
I found the 1884 birth of his daughter Anna, I double checked the Banns and found the record.  Wojciech’s parents 
are both named the same as in the birth certificate.  The name is spelled Mazgaj in both.  For Agnieszka, her father is 
written as Jan, not Wojciech, otherwise the same as in the birth certificate.  It seems the certificate is wrong;  for 
discussion see the topic Wojciech Mazgaj [14].  The marriage date is added to the Banns record.  The 1884 daughter 
birth record has parents and all 4 grandparents named, again with the grandfather “Joannes Mazgaj”. 
 
Wawrzyniec Gula. [2]  English Laurence, Latin Laurentius.  Wladyslaw’s grandfather.  I found his 1847 marriage 
in the microfilm, same bride as grandmother in Wladyslaw’s birth record.  Also 4 children including Wojciech 2 
have the same mother;  grandparents named for the previous generation.  I found his birth record. 
 At the 1851 birth of his daughter Ludwika the maternal grandmother is written “Mariana ex Alberto Ogorzalek et 
Catharina nata Midura”;  I figure Ogorzalek is a confusion with Marianna’s grandmother;  the Midura name needs 
investigation;  it may be a hint at a previous generation.  It’s no problem, because at his other children’s births the 
grandmother is correctly written as Maryanna Pietras daughter of Tomasz & Apolonia Ogorzalek;  in particular the 
1854 birth of Wojciech (previous topic) is OK.  And of course those correct names are at his 1847 marriage. 
 
Wojciech 1 Gula Marriage. [2]  Wawrzyniec’s father.  I found his 1820 marriage in the microfilms.  I searched for 
it and found it before I realized it’s in my Index [8].  This is OK;  it provided a double check of my Index.  His wife 
Katarzyna Galica is also named in the 1847 marriage of his son Wawrzyniec, so this is the correct 1820 record.  This 
marriage record does not get us to the previous Gula generation because his parents are not named.  The bride’s 
father Wawrzyniec Galica is named (not bride’s mother, not groom’s parents). 
Wojciech 1 Gula Children.  Grandparents are not named in the early 1800’s, so the births in 1825 (Maryanna), 
1825 (Wawrzyniec, previous topic), and 1827 (Andrzej) do not get us the previous generation.  I did not make an 
effort to find all the births before 1830.  More data is added to births in the 1830’s, so I searched the microfilm and 
found 4 children born 1831 to 1847, providing the names of grandparents, except grandmothers are both just named 
Maryanna without family name.  Grandfathers are Bartlomiej Gula & Wawrzyniec Galica. 
Wojciech 1 Gula Birth.  My Excel Index [8] has 2 different Wojciech Gula born before 1800:  1791 and 1798.  
Wojciech 1 Gula’s Oct 1820 marriage record has him age 25, which means birth 1795, about half way between those 
two birth records.  Both birth records are from house 69, but they have different parents.  Different Gula fathers: 

http://www.gwozdz.org/DaveGula.doc
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1 Apr 1791 Wojciech (Adalbertus) Gula born to Franciszek (Francis, Franciscus ) Gula and his wife Apolonia 
Morytko. 
16 Mar 1798 Wojciech (Adalbertus) Gula born to Bartlomiej Gula (Bartholomew, Bartholomaeus) and his wife 
Maryanna Kapinos. 
Since Bartlomiej is named as grandfather in the children births (previous topic), that 1791 birth is the previous Gula 
generation ancestor couple. 
Franciszek Gula & Apolonia Morytko are my ancestors.  Franciszek is on page 12 of my book 
http://www.gwozdz.org/GwozdzFamilyTreeLivingDeleted.pdf 
I earlier missed Franciszek as the father at this 1791 birth of his son.  I just added Wojciech Gula 1791 to my master 
copy of my book. 
I’m intrigued that Wojciech Gula 1798 was born in the same house.  I don’t remember noticing that before.  I had 
not researched his father Bartlomiej Gula. 
I did a search for Adalbertus Gula birth 1820 to 1814.  I found one in 1808 and two in 1814, too young to be the 
groom in 1820;  father not Franciszek or Bartlomiej.  Although Wojciech is a common name, Bartlomiej is not.  
Another Wojciech Gula with father Bartlomiej is not likely.  Wojciech born Mar 1798 means his age is 22 at the Oct 
1820 marriage, not 25 as recorded at marriage.  That’s not a big deal, because age recorded at marriage is often not 
close in these records, in my experience. 
 
Bartlomiej Gula. [2]  English Bartholomew, Latin Bartholomaeus.  My Index [8] has his marriage, as listed above 
in the Descendancy.  His bride Maryanna Kapinos, age 18, has the same name as the bride of Sawa in the Sypek 2 
Descendancy;  another coincidence like this was bound to happen.  His death is not in my Index;  hers is.  I was not 
adding fathers’ names for all birth records in my Index, so births of his children did not show up.  My Index has all 
data before 1800, so I now used my Index to do a quick study of Gula births before 1800 and found 3 more born to 
Bartlomiej Gula;  all 4 born in house 69 with mother Maryanna Kapinos.  My Index has 7 deaths of Bartlomiej’s 
children, only one born before 1800, so there are surely more births in the records after 1799. 
 Bartlomiej, from age 28 at marriage, has birth year about 1762, before the first records that survive.  He perhaps 
lived in the same house, 69, as my Gula ancestors, but I am not sure;  the number 69 might have been used 
independently in the different villages;  village is not indicated in those years.  If the house really is the same, 
Bartlomiej and Franciszek are probably brothers or cousins, so I’m very distantly related to Dave Gula.  Death of 
Bart’s wife is in my Index, so I added that data to the Descendancy, to the right on the line for Bartlomiej, with her 
birth year figured from age at marriage. 
 
Antonia Sypek. [6]  Latin Antonina.  In Polish this name appears as Antonia and also as Antonina, and I think 
Antonia is more common.  Dave Gula provided two versions of her marriage certificate.  The one with Latin names 
has Antonina.  The one with Polish names has Antonia, so  I’m going with Antonia here, although I can change this 
to whatever name she used in her life.  I’m not sure of the English version, but I suppose Antonia.  This is Dave’s 
grandmother. 
 Her birth certificate [8] say she was born 28 Dec 1893, meaning age 17 at her 23 May 1911 marriage.  Her 
marriage certificate [8] shows age 23.  Maybe she fibbed to make it easier to get married;  I think father’s written 
permission was required for brides younger than 18.  Her husband Wladyslaw’s age 22 seems correct. 
 
Wojciech Sypek. [6]  Father of Antonia, named in her marriage and birth certificates.  I did not find his marriage (or 
Banns) record.  For more about his marriage, see the discussion for his wife Agnieszka Sowa [15].  For his birth 
data, see the discussion for his father Marcin [next]. 
 Agnieszka was previously married, as discussed in her topic.  Her first husband died 7 Dec 1885, so her marriage 
to Wojciech Sypek must have been after 1885, beyond the range of the microfilms.  I saw a book at the Parish [8] 
that has marriage records “1876 - 1944”;  I took very few notes from that book in 1999;  for Sypek my notes just say 
that I saw Sypek names but I did not recognize the names of the parents of groom / bride.  My notes do have Gwozdz 
marriages in the late 1880’s, so their marriage record should be in that book.  We don’t really need it because their 4 
parents are all named in Antonia’s birth certificate [8]. 
 
Marcin Sypek. [6]  English Martin, Latin Martinus.  Grandfather of Antonia Sypek.  Her birth certificate [8] says 
Marcin married Maryanna Gula.  I found two Marcin Sypek who married a woman named Maryanna Gula, so this 
started a research project: 
 
Marcin Sypek Research.  In this Dave Gula document, I originally called the first one that I found Marcin 1 Sypek 
1, but later I changed that to just Marcin Sypek [6].  I call the other one Marcin Sypek 2 [7]. 
 I listed Marcin Sypek 2 as Antonia’s grandfather in my 2 May 2016 version of this document, although I no 
longer consider that correct.  My reason for this mis-assignment, discussed in that version:  Marcin Sypek 2 was born 
in Wola Wadowska, the place given for Antonia’s birth in her certificate [8];  the house number is close but not a 

http://www.gwozdz.org/GwozdzFamilyTreeLivingDeleted.pdf
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match;  Marcin Sypek lived in Wampierzow;  I considered that a weak proof in favor of the Sypek 2 family.  I did 
write that I considered the proof weak because the Sypek family could have moved. 
 I next searched for a Wojciech son to Marcin Sypek 2;  I could not find one.  I cannot prove the absence of such 
a son, but my results, discussed in the following paragraphs, seems to indicate that I found a full list of children of 
Marcin Sypek 2, all girls.  I did find a son Wojciech for Marcin Sypek in Wampierzow.  Most importantly, I found 
children for Wojciech Sypek’s first wife Agnieszka Sowa [15], by her first husband.  The house is Wola Wadowska 
121, the same number recorded on Antonia’s birth certificate.  That first husband died in that same house 121.  More 
about all that, below.  It seems reasonable that Agnieszka’s second husband Wojciech Sypek would come live in her 
house where she had children, so Wojciech had good reason to move away from Wampierzow, home of his 
ancestors.  Although Marcin Sypek 2 [7] is not an ancestor, by coincidence his grandparents, Adam [7] & Ewa are 
ancestors of Dave Gula, because Anna Sypek 2 [7], the daughter of Adam & Ewa, married Wojciech Sowa [5]. 
 A few weeks later in this project, I discovered a third Maryanna Gula, ancestor of Dave Gula.  I call that one 
Maryanna 1 Gula 2 [3].  
 Wife of Marcin Sypek is Maryanna 2 Gula 2 [3].  Wife of Marcin Sypek 2 is Maryanna Gula 3 [3].  This is 
the first time I have run into confusion this bad, but I’m not very surprised.  Gula and Sypek are common names, so 
they have multiple individuals about the same age for most common first names.  I found more than a half dozen 
Marcin Sypek about the right age and I’m not sure how many there are because I did not keep track.  I noticed two of 
those other Marcin Sypek married to a Maryanna with two different maiden names, not Gula.  I’m not 100% 
confident I identified the correct Marcin Sypek, but nothing in genealogy is 100% certain.  This result is about 
average confidence. 
 I did a lot of work on this, because I have very little in my Descendancy for my ancestor Maciej Sypek, so I’m 
interested in researching other Sypek lines hoping to get lucky and find a clue to mine. 
 My Index [8] has all microfilm data before 1800.  From 1800 to 1860, my Index has all microfilm Gula and 
Sypek deaths.  From 1800 to 1827, my Index has all Gula & Sypek marriages (grooms and brides).  My master of my 
Index has additional data for Gula and Sypek that the on-line version does not have, because of projects that I 
worked on over the years since I posted the on-line version. 
 My master copy has the 20 Nov 1843 [6] marriage of Marcin Sypek to Maryanna 2 Gula 2, from a previous Gula 
project.  I found the 5 Nov 1860 [7] marriage of Marcin Sypek 2 to Maryanna Gula 3 as part of this project.  Both 
records are in the Microfilms [8]. 
 A.  I searched birth records;  I scanned fathers’ first name looking for Marcin, then for each I checked Sypek 
with wife Maryanna Gula, and entered those children births into the Descendancies [6] & [7]. 
1850 - 1857 (1853 missing) microfilm; Wad & Wamp 
1853 & 1858 - 1870 microfilm Wamp only 
1860 - 1875 not on microfilm;  no Wamp in these, which are a Wad birth record book at the parish rectory [8].   
1879 - 1885 not on microfilm;  located at the Tarnow archive [8]. 
 The reason for this birth record search is that in those years all 4 grandparents are recorded, so I could determine 
if there was more than one Marcin Sypek married to Maryanna Gula;  identified by their parents;  indeed this is 
where I discovered the 2nd couple. 
 “Wamp” means Wampierzow, the village that had it’s own chapel and separate records in those years.  The 
Marcin Sypek children were born in Wamp. 
 “Wad” means the rest of the parish;  the 1860 + records have a marginal note:  Wg for Wadowice Gorne, Wd for 
Wadowice Dolne, WW for Wola Wadowska.  The Marcin Sypek 2 children were born in WW. 
 B. I searched marriage records;  I found the 1860 marriage of Marcin Sypek 2.  I searched a wide range of 
marriage years and found multiple Marcin Sypek but not a third one married to Maryanna Gula. 
 C. No son Wojciech for Marcin Sypek 2:    Check the list of girls born to him [7], between his 1860 marriage and 
the 1875 birth of Helena.  A son Wojciech [previous topic] born 1876 would have been 17 years old at the Dec 1893 
birth of his daughter Antonia [6], a possible but not reasonable consideration.  I noticed a 27 month gap between 
Marcin’s Nov 1860 marriage and the Feb 1863 birth of his oldest daughter.  I double checked the records 1860 to 
1862;  no child recorded to him and the records are continuous, apparently complete.  The children seem evenly 
spaced at well under 3 years, so I doubt I missed a birth of a son.  Although I cannot prove there was no son, this is 
the strongest evidence that Marcin Sypek 2 is not the father of ancestor Wojciech Sypek. 
 D. Caveats:  I cannot prove there is no 3rd Marcin Sypek who married a different Maryanna Gula.  It’s 
reasonably possible.  They could have lived in a different parish and moved to Wadowice Gorne parish after their 
children were all born.  Or, maybe they lived in Wadowice Gorne but I missed the birth of their only son Wojciech;  
after all I scanned fathers’ names quickly so I may have missed him.  Or, maybe their son’s birth record is missing 
for some reason;  I’m sure that happens because I do have experience with people whose birth record is just not in 
the microfilms in a range of years where it should be.  All these possibilities are reasonable, but such reasonable 
caveats are possible for most identifications of an ancestor.  The identification of Marcin Sypek [6] as the father of 
Wojciech and grandfather of Antonia [6] seems about as good as a typical identification in this document. 
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 E. Mother of Marcin:  His mother is clearly named at his 1822 birth - Maryanna Czerwony [12];  her father is 
also named - Sebastjan Czerwony [12].  The same mother and grandmother are named at the 1820 birth of 
Apolonia, Marcin’s sister. 
 However, there is confusion at the records of births of Marcin’s children, regarding the paternal grandmother.  In 
the Descendancy [6], I added the recorded name of the paternal grandmother in [brackets].  The confusion seems to 
be caused by the fact that Marcin’s mother died 27 Nov 1823 [2] when he was 13 months old, and his father 
remarried 2 months later to Apolonia Piksa [5].  It seems natural that 20 to 40 years later, at the birth of Marcin’s 
children, their paternal grandmother would usually be recorded as Apolonia Piksa.  No doubt she acted as his mother 
all his life after 13 months.  Perhaps officially adopted him.  I was confused, also;  in early versions of this document 
I listed Apolonia Piksa as an ancestor of Dave Gula;  I left the Piksa Descendancy and Notes in this document 
although those are not genetic ancestors after all.  I suppose you could say the Piksa ancestors are genealogy 
ancestors of Dave, since Apolonia served as the mother of Marcin. 
 Apolonia died 1846, 15 months before Marcin’s first child was born, where “Apolonia Pixa” is written.  In 1853 
and 1859, however, she is recorded as Apolonia Kuza and Apolonia Gula, so apparently the witnesses (godparents) 
might have been confused when they gave the information to the priest for writing down. 
 I did not find “Maryanna Czerwonka” used, the name of the genetic grandmother, but in 1850 “Maryanna N” is 
used; “N” means not known;  it seems like the witnesses providing the information remembered there was a first wife 
named Maryanna but did not remember the family name. 
 I am not sure of my explanation.  It might not be a witness problem for all I know.  I have seen this problem with 
grandparents often before.  Perhaps the priest sometimes copied from scribbled notes that he could not read.  Maybe 
the priest sometimes added names from his own personal knowledge of the people, when he wrote the records later, 
in the evening.  This paragraph is speculation. 
 Birth of Jan Sypek should be 1792 per his age at marriage, within the range of my Index, which has all births 
1777 to 1799.  My Index has only one Jan Sypek birth, 1796, close enough from my experience regarding accuracy 
of age at marriage.  Not Wampierzow.  It seems odd that there is only one Jan Sypek in my Index, with Jan the 2nd 
most common male name after Jozef.  I double checked the 1790’s Wamp births in the microfilms - no other Jan 
Sypek.  The data seems complete;  no obvious gaps.  It seems we should accept the 1796 birth as a reasonable match 
- although not at confidently as some other ancestor matches in this genealogy document.  This 1796 birth of Jan 
Sypek, father Sebastjan, mother Anna Robak, is not a very strong link in my chain of male Sypek identifications as 
ancestors of Antonia, as presented here in these Notes topics. 
 The village of Jan’s birth is not recorded - it could be Gorne or Dolne or Wola.  Notice that Jan married in 
Wamp.  It looks like he moved to the village of his bride, just as it seems his great grandson Wojciech moved to 
Wola Wadowska, the village of his bride. 
 
Sebastjan Sypek. [6]  English Sebastian, Latin Sebastianus.  Father of Marcin.  Polish “i” is pronounced “ee” in 
English, so Polish “j” pronounced like English “y” makes “Sebastjan” close to English.  We finally got lucky and 
scored a match.  This Sebastjan is the patriarch of “Sypek D”, a short descendancy that I made years ago.  No match 
to my family.  Just a line that I studied hoping to find a match to my Sypek ancestors.  Sebastjan married twice and I 
found 11 children for him, including this Jan by his 2nd wife Robak.  I copied it all into this Descendancy for 
Sebastjan [6]. 
 In case you check, there is an issue in the microfilm just before this Sypek - Robak marriage:  The year is not 
indicated on that page.  The page before is 1793.  The page after is 1795.  I figure this book is a copy, and I figure 
the scribe made a mistake.  I figure the scribe turned two pages at once in the original, missing two facing pages in 
the data.  That page has 3 marriages at the top half, Nov 17, and 3 marriages at the bottom half, Nov 23.  Most 
marriages were on Sunday (check Google).  We expect Nov 17 + 7 days = Nov 24, not 23.  I figure 1793 Nov 17 
was Sunday, and 1794 Nov 23 was Sunday, with exactly one year of data missing in the middle of that page.  I spent 
a lot of time on this issue, because my ancestor’s marriage should be there, but it is missing.  This is the only time I 
have seen this issue - 2 pages of data not copied - but then again I found this because I was trying to figure out why 
my ancestor’s marriage record is missing.  It should be a very rare error, because the scribe would notice it if the data 
jumps from one month to another;  a Nov to Nov jump was not noticed.  Anyway, Sebastjan’s first wife died 17 Jun 
1794, so he could not have married Nov 1793.  It’s interesting that according to my explanation, he married again 23 
Nov 1794, just 5 months after his first wife passed.  My copy of this page in my file has red pen notes, including “1st 
wife died Jun 1794” with an arrow pointing to Sebastjan, but I wrote that years ago, not this year. 
 Sebastjan’s birth year 1754 is from his age 40 at his 1794 second marriage. 
 His first marriage is not in the microfilms, which start 1777.  His first child in the records was born 1780.  His 
first wife is Petronela Borowa (Borowcowna as written with inflection), but no name like Borowa is in my name 
Index, which I made using birth, death, and groom names.  I wonder if Sebastjan married in another parish, or 
perhaps moved before 1780 to Wadowice Gorne parish. 
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Szymon Sypek 2. [7]  English Simon, Latin Simonis.  Father of Marcin Sypek 2.  The other Sypek line.  Szymon 
matches my “Sypek G” short descendancy that I made years ago.  No match to my family.  I copied his father Adam 
and family into this Descendancy. 
 
Agnieszka Mazgaj.  [4]  English Agnes, Latin Agnetis.  Wife of Wojciech 2 Gula [9] and mother of Wladyslaw 
Gula, in whose birth certificate [8] she is named along with her parents.  I found her birth record 1857 with parents 
and grandparents named.  There is an issue with her father’s name, discussed in the following topic for Wojciech 
Mazgaj. 
 My Index [8] has only 5 Mazgay records 1777 - 1799 complete.  So this is a small family.  There is only one 
more Mazgay record in my Index, a marriage in 1816 to Maryanna Gula.  (Yes!  Another Maryanna Gula!)  That 
record is there because I did a Gula study years ago.  The 1816 groom is Jakub, son of Jan Mazgay.  It seems 
Agnieszka’s father is Jan 2 Mazgaj, her grandfather is Jakub Mazgay, and her great grandfather is Jan 1 Mazgay. 
 My Index uses the spelling Mazgay because that was used in those records up to 1816.  Agnieska’s family clearly 
used the spelling Mazgaj because that was what I saw in the 1800’s records.  Polish “y” and “j” are both pronounced 
like the English “y”, so pronunciation is the same.  My earlier versions of this document used Mazgay;  I changed it 
to Mazgaj for the family after about 1840.  When I enter these into my Index, I’ll use Mazgay for all, so there is only 
one spelling for ease of computer searching. 
 
Wojciech Mazgaj.  Agnieszka’s father is written as Adalberti (Wojciech) Mazgaj on her birth certificate [8].  It 
seems to be wrong;  her father should be Joannes (Jan) Mazgaj.  Jan is the name used for her father as recorded in 
the Banns record for her 1877 marriage to Wojciech 2 Gula [9].  Jan is the name used for her father in her 1857 birth 
record.  Jan is the name used for her brother’s 1851 birth.  All 3 records name Maryanna Miga as the wife of Jan 
Mazgaj.  Agnieszka is recorded as age 19 in the 1877 Banns;  her birth record 18 July 1857 means she turned 20 in 
July 1777, although the Banns record might have been entered before July;  in any case the age checks within a year.  
I did not notice anyone named Adalbertus Mazgaj in records;  I stopped at every Mazgaj or Mazgay I spotted 
because this name is rare;  I did not spot any other different Adalbertus or Agnetis Mazgaj.  I searched carefully 
1821 to 1823, and 1835 to 1849, reading father’s family names, looking for the birth of Jan 2 Mazgaj and 
simultaneously looking for others.  I found Jan  son of Jakub Mazgay in 1821, but I found only 2 more Mazgay 
father in all those 3 years - children of Jakub Mazgay, discussed below.  It’s not reasonable to worry that maybe 
there was a Wojciech Mazgaj in the parish married to a different Maryanna Miga, with a different Agnieszka 
daughter.  Another parish is a possibility, discussed below under Jan 1 Mazgay. 
 
Jan 2 Mazgaj. [4]  Father of Agnieszka.  I found his Jan 1845 marriage record, wife Maryanna Miga, same as on the 
records discussed in the previous two topics.  In 1845 his parents are Jakub Mazgaj & Maryanna Gula, his wife’s 
parents are Tomasz Miga & Dorota Robak.  I found his Jun 1821 birth where his parents are recorded as Jakub 
Mazgay & Maryanna - her father Jakub Gula.  Only mother’s father was usually recorded in the early 1820’s. 
 
Jakub Mazgay. [4]  English Jacob, Latin Jacobus.  Father of Jan 2.  His 1816 marriage record is in my Index [8];  I 
double checked the record;  his father is listed as Jan Mazgay;  his wife is Maryanna daughter of Jakub Gula; 
mothers not named.  During this project, in the microfilm, I noticed 2 children born to Jakub Mazgaj 1830 & 1834, 
with his father not named, and his wife Maryanna’s father with 2 different names - Tomasz Zajac & Jan Gula.  It’s 
hard to believe there were 3 different Jakub Mazgaj married to 3 different Maryanna, when there are very few 
Mazgaj records in the books. 
 Maryanna, age 29, has the widow column checked.  Usually the first husband is named, but the abbreviation “na” 
is used in 1845 to clearly indicate father, not recent husband.  Maybe there is confusion between her father and her 
previous husband, which pertains to the confusion mentioned in the previous paragraph. 
 Another problem:  Jakub’s age is recorded as 36 at that Nov 1816 wedding, meaning birth 1780.  I have no such 
birth in my Index, which is complete 1777 - 1799.  I’m figuring his father as Jan 1, who married Anna Turski in 
1782;  my Index has no birth to an unmarried Mazgay or Turski.  Age at marriage can be off several years, but the 
birth is still expected in my Index.  More discussion about this in the next topic. 
 
Jan 1 Mazgay. [4]  Father of Jakub, I suppose.  His 1782 marriage is in my Index [8].   1777 to 1783 the priest 
wrote a lot of information into the records.  Here is what is says:  “Laboriosus Juvenis Joannes Adalberti Mazgay 
filius Molitoris de Zgorsko cum Virgine Anna Stanislai Tuxski Campanotoris Vadovicey filia legitima.”  Translated:  
“Jan Mazgay, a laborer and bachelor, son of Wojciech, a builder from Zgorsko, with bachelorette Anna, legitimate 
daughter of Stanislaw Turski, the Campanator of Wadowice.”  Actually. my Latin dictionary for molitoris gives:  
builder, contriver, schemer;  I suppose it means builder here.  I do not know what “Campanator” means;  I suppose it 
might be some kind of city official or military officer or church official. 
 It seems the Mazgay family might have lived in Zgorsko, which is the parish just south of Wadowice Gorne.  
That might explain why the name Mazgay is rare in Wadowice Gorne.  I have seen the microfilms from Zgorsko - 
they are just as good as from Wadowice Gorne - those films might have more Mazgay names.  Perhaps Jan married 
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in Wadowice Gorne then had children both in Wadowice and in Zgorsko;  that might explain his son Jakub’s birth 
not being in my Index.  Someone should check the Zgorsko microfilms for the birth of Jakub, perhaps shortly after 
1782. 
 Jan 1 Mazgay appears twice as a father in my Index, as listed in the Descendancy.  Anna Turski appears as the 
mother at the 1794 birth of Teresa.  Deaths do not usually mention the mother, so only Jan Mazgay is named at the 
1795 death of Katarzyna, age 3, whose birth about 1792 is not in the Index. 
 I have only 2 more Mazgay records in my Index, the illegitimate birth of Anna 24 Dec 1798 and her death 30 
Dec 1798, her mother is Anna, who might be related to Jan 1.  I did not check for more births to a father Jan 1 
Mazgay in the very early 1800’s. 
 Unfortunately, those marriage records around 1782, with all that information, do not give age of groom & bride, 
so we don’t know the birth years for Jan 1 or for his bride Anna Turski.  Surely they were born before the oldest 
birth records, 1777. 
 
 Wojciech Mazgay [4] is the father of Jan 1 Mazgay, as named in that 1782 marriage record.  This is not very 
high confidence, because of the issues discussed above.  Notice that I used his 1782 spelling of the name, with a y, 
which distinguishes him from Wojciech Mazgaj [13], the name written (probable error) on Wladyslaw’s birth 
certificate [8]. 
 
 Anna Turski. [7]  Wife of Jan 1 Mazgay [above], as named in that 1782 marriage record and in that 1794 birth. 
 
 Stanislaw Turski. [7]  English Stanley or Stanislaus, Latin Stanislaus.  Father of Anna.  In the 1782 Jan 1 
Mazgay marriage, his name is spelled “Tuxski” with a definite “x”, which is unusual in Polish.  The records are in 
Latin, which uses “x”, but family names are in Polish.  My Index has 10 records with the name spelled “Turski” over 
the span 1777 to 1799, which is a relatively small family.  Most if not all of these records seem to be the family of 
this man, Stanislaw, as entered in the Descendancy, and discussed in the following paragraphs. 
 Stanislaw is mentioned as Campanator in 5 of the 10 records, one of those is just “campa Wad”.  In a 6th he has a 
scribbled title that looks Polish and seems like “Dzuanik Wad”, which might be a Polish equivalent word.  In a 7th, a 
title is very badly scribbled, looks like “Saerzrce Eiche” but that’s just a guess.  Two have no title, in 1788 & 1794, 
years where most entries have no title.  One of the 10 does not have his name - 1787 marriage of Maryanna [7] 
without father named - I put her in the Descendancy as a daughter just so we can keep track of all these earliest 
Turski in case anyone tries to match them with records after 1799, which I did not search for. 
 That *-* in the Descendancy means remarriage.  It’s hard to believe Stanislaw married 4 times, the last 3 in just 
under 8 years.  Those last 3 marriages are in the Index with Stanislaw recorded as a widower, so there must be at 
least one earlier marriage not in the Index;  let’s assume just one - the 1st.  Also, daughter Anna married to Mazgay 
in 1782 - the same year as Stanislaw’s 3rd marriage, which was just 4 years after his 2nd in 1778,  So Anna must be 
a daughter from his first marriage, which surely was many years before the oldest records, 1777. 
 Another possibility is that Stanislaw had a son named Stanislaw and they both held the office Campanator.  All 3 
marriages indicate that Stanislaw was a widower but do not name his previous wife.  So a 2nd Stanislaw actually 
adds complication, not simplification, so I did not use this possibility in the Descendancy. 
 Only the last 1785 marriage has age - 60 - his birth about 1725.  His bride is Katarzyna Czerwony age 30, and I 
have 4 children listed for them, the last born 1798 when Stanislaw would have been 73 and Katarzyna 43, if the data 
is taken at face value.  I don’t believe it;  age of old people is often exaggerated in the records;  I guessed 1730 for 
his birth date in the Descendancy. 
 Deaths of his wives is not in my Index, which is complete 1777 - 1799, and which was double checked years ago.  
Wives are usually recorded at death with married name, but I also checked maiden names.  We don’t know the 
maiden name of his first wife, distant ancestor of Dave Gula. Wesowa & Gumienska, names of his 2nd & 3rd wives, 
are names not in my Index, other than those 2 single entries for each of their marriages to Stanislaw;  they may have 
lived in another parish;  maybe their funeral was there;  I don’t know about these situations, but I have lots of 
experience with death records not being where I expect them.  The 4th wife, Czerwonka, is a fairly common family 
name, with many entries in my Index. 
 The house number 31 is recorded for 6 of the 10 Turski records:  all 3 records of Stanislaw’s marriages, the 
marriage of his daughter Anna to Mazgay, and the two earliest births. 
 Stanislaw Turski must have been important, because at that 1782 marriage of his daughter to Jan 1 Mazgay, the 
two witnesses also have fancy titles:  one is “artis Sutoris”, whatever that means, and the other is “Pannifex de 
Mielec” where Mielec is the closest city, about 10 miles east.  It makes sense that a big shot would insist on inviting 
his peers to be witnesses at his daughter’s wedding.  Most of the titles for witnesses on those pages are listed as 
laborers or peasant farmers. 
 At Stanislaw’s 1782 marriage, his bride Agata has a long title, and Stanislaw is “Henstus Campanator Ecclesiae 
Vadowiceae” where “Ecclesiae” sounds like maybe his office is some kind of church functionary.  Just guessing. 
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Agnieszka Sowa. [5]  Mother of Antonia Sypek.  Birth 17 Dec 1849 is recorded in the Banns for her 1st marriage, 
discussed in the next topic.  I am confident of the names of her parents because I found records of her children by her 
first marriage to Jozef Sroka, see Descendancy, where both her parents are named consistently in those birth records.  
I found the Dec 1885 death of her first husband.  She must have married Wojciech Sypek [10] after 1885.  
According to my notes from visits, the Parish [8] has a marriage record book 1876+, and the civil USC has one 
1886+ but these are not available on microfilm.  We don’t really need a record of her marriage to Sypek because it is 
attested in Antonia’s birth record [8]. 
 
Jedrzej Sowa. [5]  Father of Agnieszka Sowa.  Maternal grandfather of Antonia Sypek.  He is not named on her 
birth certificate, because her mother Agnieszka is listed as the widow of Jozef Sroka.  I found Agnieszka’s first 
marriage Banns, where her parents are named.  Jedrzej is a variation of the name Andrzej (Andrew).  I did not know 
this.  The Banns are the only record books with given names in Polish.  All other record books have given name (first 
name) in Latin (Andrew is Andreas), with Polish given names rarely used.  In searching for his given name, I found 
only one “Jezdonis”, not Sowa.  After a week I finally searched for Sowa, a rare name in the parish, and found the 
birth of one of his grandchildren, with his name Andreas.  In the Polish Wikipedia on-line, I verified that Jedrzej is a 
variation of Andrzej.  My log used “Jedzej” without the “r”, which is another form I have seen.  I don’t edit my log, 
but I changed “Jedzej” to “Jedrzej” in the rest of this document, because apparently that’s the form he used in 1867.  
I searched the 1867 Banns and found 3 more “Jedrzej” and only one “Andrzej”.  My on-line list of family names for 
Wadowice Gorne Parish lists “Sowa” as a variant of “Sawa”, because in my data based on the 1700’s Sawa was used 
more often than Sowa for apparently the same family.  For ease in Excel filters and sorts, I use standard spelling in 
my on-line Index [8], where the name is always Sawa;  maybe in the future I’ll change it to Sowa, which is the 
spelling I found in records from the 1850’s for Dave’s ancestors.  When I noticed that this family always used Sowa I 
changed this document from Sawa to Sowa, except I left Sawa in the Log.  I did notice Sawa occasionally during this 
research;  indeed the 1885 death of Jozef Sroka names his wife as Agnieszka Sawa, although in their children’s birth 
records she is always Sowa. 
 
Wojciech Sowa. [5]  Father of Jedrzej.  He married 1810, where his age 38 implies birth 1772.  In my Index [8], 
only Walenty Sawa and Jan Sawa show up having children 1777 to 1799;  only 5 births total;  perhaps they are 
brothers of his;  my Index has no clue to Wojciech’s father’s name. 
 
Maryanna Pietras. [4]  Wife of Wawrzyniec Gula [2].  Pietras is the most common name [9] in the Wadowice 
Gorne records.  I did not specifically take the effort to research this family line for this project.  I noticed many 
Pietras entries, of course, while researching the family lines of interest to me.  However, I learned early in this 
project that Maryanna’s father’s name was Tomasz [next topic], so I quickly checked most Pietras entries that I 
noticed for the name Tomasz and I wrote those down on scrap paper that I kept handy.  There might be two or more 
different men in the parish named Tomasz Pietras, perhaps with daughter named Maryanna;  I don’t know. 
 
Tomasz Pietras. [4]  English Thomas, Latin Thomas.  Father of Maryanna Pietras, who married Wawrzyniec Gula 8 
Feb 1847; the marriage record is discussed in the Wawrzyniec Gula topic [9].  Let me repeat:  The Wladyslaw Gula 
birth certificate [8] names his paternal grandparents as Wawrzyniec Gula and Maryanna Pietras.  The 1847 marriage 
record of Wawrzyniec Gula & Maryanna Pietras names her parents:  Tomasz Pietras & Apolonia Ogorzalek.  It is 
quite unlikely that there is more than one Wawrzyniec Gula who married Maryanna Pietras, because I probably 
would have noticed it during the research that I did for the Gula line in this project.  It is however possible that there 
was more than one Tomasz Pietras who married Apolonia Ogorzalek;  I don’t know. 
 I noticed only one daughter named Maryanna born to Tomasz Pietras and Apolonia Ogorzalek.  Someone else 
might check carefully to rule out another such combination - not highly likely but worth considering. 
 My Index [8] has the 1826 marriage of Tomasz Pietras to Apolonia Ogorzalek, because I entered lots of 
Ogorzalek data from the early 1800’s, when I did an Ogorzalek study years ago, because my tree has two Ogorzalek 
family lines.  However, I stopped that Ogorzalek search at 1827, so there is still the issue of another pair with these 
names. 
 My Index has 3 Apolonia Ogorzalek marriages and one Apolonia husband’s death;  that 1826 marriage is the 
only Pietras husband, the only Tomasz.  1826 does not have all parents’ names, but Apolonia’s father Wojciech is 
named.  Groom age 22, bride age 20. 
 From previous projects I have several Ogorzalek descendancies, only a few Pietras;  this pair is not in any of 
them. 
 I spotted two births where Tomasz Pietras is listed as a grandfather: 
  Child  Father           Mother 
1856 Apolonia Marcin ex Thomas et Apolonia Ogorzalek Catharina ex Thoma Miga et Dorothea Robak 
1857 Wawrzyniec Martinus ex Thoma Pietras et Apollonia Ogorzalek 
                 Catharina ex Thoma Miga et Dorothea Robak 
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These names fit for a brother of Maryanna Pietras, as entered in the Descendancy.  I spotted his 1852 marriage 
record, where his parents are named as Tomasz Pietras & Apolonia Ogorzalek. 
 I found 3 births to Tomasz Pietras & Apolonia Ogorzalek, in the 1830’s, when the records start to include 
grandparent names: 
  Child  Father        Mother 
1832 Mathias Thomas Pietras     Apolonia Adalberti Ogorzaly 
1833 Andreas Thomas Pietras filius Jacobi  Apolonia Adalberti et Catharinae Ogorzalek 
1838 Joannes Thomas Jacobi et Anna Pietras Victoria Josephi et Catharinae Midura 
I’ll assume that last one is a 2nd wife of Tomasz (Wiktoria Midura), and that Anna (no family name) is mother of 
Tomasz Pietras.  However that last one might be a different Tomasz Pietras who also has a father named Jakub.  
Someone can improve the confidence by finding more records from the microfilms [8] for this family. 
 
Jakub Pietras. [4]  Father of Tomasz.  I have only a few Pietras Descendancies that I worked out over the years, but 
none with Jakub or Tomasz..  My Index [8] has 12 Jakub Pietras records, all before 1800, because I entered all data 
before 1800, but I entered Pietras after 1799 only for those marrying into my family.  I’m not very confident Jakub 
Pietras & Anna are correct as ancestors of Dave Gula because I did not search the records to rule out duplication 
coincidences.  Each generation is probably correct, but uncertainty accumulates over the generations.  Someone can 
study the microfilms and verify all this, and perhaps identify the names for the previous generation - parents of Jakub 
& Anna. 
 
Maryanna Miga. [4]  Wife of Jan 2 Mazgaj [4].  Her parents Tomasz Miga & Dorota Robak .  Her parents are 
named in her marriage record and in the birth records that I found for her children listed in the Mazgaj Descendancy.  
I did not research this Miga line. 
 
Maryanna 2 Gula 2. [3]  Wife of Marcin Sypek [6] and grandmother of Antonia Sypek [6].  I spent a lot of time on 
Marcin Sypek because of the confusion of two different Maryanna Gula, as discussed in the Marcin Sypek topic 
[10].  Let me repeat:  Maryanna 2 Gula 2 married him in 1843;  the marriage record gives the full names of both their 
parents, all 4 of them.  Marcin Sypek's parents are discussed in his topic [6].  Maryanna’s parents are Jozef Gula 2 
[next topic] and Maryanna Stachowicz [next topic].  In the birth records of their children, 3 of their 4 parents (as 
grandparents) are consistently named the same.  The paternal grandmother (Pixa) is not consistently named;  I 
discuss that in the topic abour Marcin’s mother [12]. 
 
Jozef 1 Gula 2. [3]  Father of Maryanna 2 Gula 2, named in the records of his daughter Maryanna 2 [previous 
topic].  His wife Maryanna Stachowicz [5] is also named.  In looking for Maryanna’s birth, I was looking at first in 
the wrong years, so I accumulated records for her 3 sisters.  All 4 girls were born in Wamp, house 43.  Only maternal 
grandfather is usually named before 1833,  in this case Jozef Stachowicz [5], all 4 records.  Also, in 1857, I luckily 
noticed a birth of their grandson Piotr Gula 2, where again the paternal grandparents were consistently named as 
“Josephi Gula & Mariannae Stachowicz”.  So, although Maryanna Gula is a common name, it seems clear the one 
who married Marcin Sypek is the daughter of this couple. 
 Unfortunately, Jozef Gula 2 & Maryanna Stachowicz married in the time frame when parents were not named in 
the marriage records;  grandparents are not named in births.  Age 21 is recorded for both bride & groom at the Oct 
1803 marriage, implying birth 1782, although I don’t find such calculations to be exact.  My Index [8] has Jozef 
Gula births 1783, 1785, 1788, 1789 - all in March.  Those last 2 seem very unlikely because a groom born 1788 
would be only 15 in 1803.  The birth data starts 1777;  a groom born late in 1776 would be 25 in 1803;  it’s unlikely 
a 25 year old groom would be recorded as 21, but not out of the range of reasonable possibility. 
 The 1785 birth, age 18 in 1803, is possible.  This is very attractive to me because the father is Franciszek Gula 
[10] my ancestor, discussed earlier in this document [10]. 
 The 1783 birth, age 20 and 7 months at the 1803 marriage, seems most likely to be the correct one, although not 
with particularly high confidence. 
 The house number at the 1783 birth is 88, not Wampierzow, where Jozef Gula 2 married and had children.  None 
of those 4 births has a Wamp house;  the first Wamp birth of a Jozef Gula in my Index is 1890. 
 That 1783 birth is to a Gula line for which I worked out a Descendancy in my Gula project some years ago.   By 
coincidence, I called it Gula 2;  I worked out 14 Gula lines in that project, and there are still plenty of Gula records 
not matched together.  He is Jozef 1 because Jozef 2 is that 1788 Jozef, born to Jozef 1’s oldest brother. 
 I copied the Gula 2 Descendancy into this document.  I am not very certain about this line for the reasons of the 
previous paragraphs. 
 
Jakub 1 Gula 2. [3]  Father of Jozef 1.  Not very certain for the same reasons as the previous topic.  More 
uncertainty in the following analysis: 
My Index [8] has three Jakub Gula marriages before 1820: 
Assignment  Date    Status  Age House Wife 
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Jakub 2 Gula 2  1778 Aug 9 bachelor -  88  Jadwiga Padykula [4] 
Jakub 1 Gula 2  1780 Jan  24 widower -  88  Franciszka Morytko [4] 
Jakub 3 Gula 2  1800 Nov 16 bachelor 20  87  Anna Midura 
My Index, which has all Gula deaths before 1860, has only two Jakub Gula before 1856: 
Assignment  Date    Age at death Calculated Birth Year 
Jakub 1 Gula 2  1794 May 9 80    1714 
Jakub 2 Gula 2  1812 Apr 29 65    1747 
Births in house 88 are listed in the Gula 2 Descendancy [3];  the two wives are named in the birth records.  Notice 
that the range of birth dates overlap, so there are two Jakub Gula men having children in the same house at the same 
time;  wives Padykula & Morytko. 
 At the 1778 marriage, the father of the groom is also named as Jakub, so in my previous Gula project, I assigned 
Jakub 1 to the older one and Jakub 2 to the younger.  I put them in the same family, Gula 2, because these are the 
only Jozef Gula in the oldest records, and because all the births are in house 88.  I assumed the older one having 
children to be the father of the younger one.  The alternative would be that there was yet a third Jakub Gula, like a 
nephew or cousin -  possible but not likely.  Ages are not listed in the marriages.  Death records start in 1787, so 
death record of the previous wife is not available. 
 Death ages of old people are often exaggerated.  If Jakub 1 was really 80 at death, that would mean about 65 at 
2nd marriage, about 74 at the 1788 birth of his youngest, Katarzyna 1. 
 At the 1780 marriage, Franciszka’s father is named as Sebastjan Morytko [4]. 
 Although the evidence here is not high confidence that Jakub 1 Gula 2 is an ancestor, there is independent 
evidence that he is an ancestor in another line, next topics, where Jakub 2 Gula 2 also seems to be an ancestor: 
 
Maryanna 1 Gula 2. [3]  I think of Maryanna 1 Gula 2 as the third Maryanna Gula of this project, because I became 
aware of her a few weeks after I studied the other two Maryanna Gula records [10]. 
 Reminder:  Maryanna 2 Gula 2 [3] married Marcin Sypek;  this couple are grandparents of Antonia Sypek [6].  
At first, I called her Maryanna Gula 2 because her family is the second Gula family in this project, not connected to 
Dave Gula’s male line.  Later, I connected her to a Gula descendancy that I have from my previous Gula studies [8], 
which by coincidence I had previously named Gula 2.  She is Maryanna 2 because she is the second Maryanna Gula 
2 from that previous study. 
 Reminder:  Maryanna Gula 3 [3] is a different person, who married a different person named Marcin Sypek 2 
[7];  this couple are not ancestors in this project. 
 I spent a lot of time on the first two Maryanna Gula, so I followed that with some time figuring out this third one. 
 This third one, Maryanna 1 Gula 2, just happens to be in the same family that I have been calling Gula 2;  where 
this is the one I had previously named Maryanna 1.  By coincidence, this third one is also an ancestor, but on Dave’s 
Gula side, not Dave’s Sypek side.  This one is a great grandmother of Wladyslaw Gula.  If you look on the pedigree 
chart, you notice two entries named Jakub 1 Gula 2;  this man is the grandfather of both Maryanna 1 Gula 2 and 
Maryanna 2 Gula 2;  he married twice so the two Maryannas are “half cousins”, not full first cousins;  they have 
different grandmothers.  Maryanna 2 was born 19 years after Maryanna 1;  Maryanna 2’s line has one less generation 
in Dave Gula’s Pedigree chart;  that means Wladyslaw & Antonia were “once removed”.  Wladyslaw Gula and 
Antonia Sypek are “3rd half cousins once removed”, which is the genetic equivalent of 4th cousins.  I doubt 
Wladyslaw and Antonia were aware that they were related though another Gula family line, because they were 
married in the USA;  it seems to me they would have needed to talk at length to several old grandmothers in Poland 
to determine their relationship.  Or go to the parish rectory and study the records for a few weeks - like I did using 
the microfilms and my previous studies. 
 All this is not fully certain.  All genealogies have a little uncertainty.  I try to point out the uncertainties in these 
Notes.  This relationship of Wladyslaw & Antonia follows the usual “most probable” analysis of records for 
genealogy.  It’s not proven beyond a reasonable doubt, but it seems a lot more likely correct than not. 
 
Jakub 2 Gula 2. [3]  Father of Maryanna 1.  As mentioned in the previous topics, there are only 3 Jakub Gula 
individuals in the records before 1820, and they all have records from house 88, so it seems they are related as father, 
son, grandson.  Jakub is named as father of Maryanna in her 1816 marriage [4] to Jakub Mazgay.  Jakub and 
Maryanna Gula are named as parents in the 1821 birth of ancestor Jan 2 Mazgaj.  They are named again as 
grandparents in that Mazgaj family.  Maryanna was a widow age 29 at her Nov 1816 marriage to Mazgaj, implying 
birth 1787.  My previous study already had her previous marriage Oct 1805, where she was not previously married, 
age 18, again implying birth 1787.  I searched and found two children in that previous marriage, and the death of the 
first husband, Wawrzyniec Zaiac [7], 13 months before her 2nd marriage.  The birth record for Maryanna 1 Gula 2 is 
1782, 5 years before 1787.  In my experience, bride ages are often recorded as younger than their true age, but 5 
years is a bit much for an 18 year old, establishing some doubt.  Jakub’s wife is not named in those records, and 
grandparents are not named in those birth records in that time frame.  However, there is only one Maryanna born to 
Jakub Gula in my Index [8].  Jakub 3, born 1780, is too young.  Jakub 1 has a possible gap in child ages in late 1786 
or early 1787;  I double checked those years;  nothing.  An unrelated Jakub Gula seems unlikely because of that 
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house number 88 in the records.  I suppose there is a possibility of Jakub 4 in the family, perhaps a cousin.  I’m 
listing Jakub 2 as the father of Maryanna 1 because it follows the weight of the evidence.  The wife of Jakub 2, 
recorded as mother of their children, is Jadwiga Padykula.  The father of Jakub 2, is Jakub 1 Gula 2, [discussed 
above]. 
 
Apolonia Piksa. [5]  First wife of Jan Sypek [6].  She is not an ancestor, as discussed in the topic about the mother 
[12] of Marcin. 
 She was born 1797 according to the age written at marriage, but she is not in my Index, which has 12 Piksa births 
in the parish 1777 to 1799.  I was lucky while checking Maryanna 1 Gula 2’s records and found Apolonia Piksa born 
1800, the first year not fully covered by my Index. 
 The name is written Piksa or Pixa in the records, but I’ll stick with Piksa as a standard, since x is very rarely used 
in Polish. 
 
Kapinos.  This family name is quite common in the parish [9].  It appears 3 times for an ancestor in this document:  
Maryanna Kapinos [2] born about 1770 wife of Bartlomiej Gula;  Lucja Kapinos 3 [2] born about 1770 wife of 
Sebastjan Czerwony;  and Maryanna Kapinos 2 [3] born 1823 wife of Jedrzej Sowa.  Those first 2 were born before 
the records start, so I did not try very hard to see if these 3 Kapinos are related to each other. 
 
Maryanna Kapinos 2. [3]  Wife of Jedrzej Sowa [15].  As explained in the Jedrzej Sowa topic, he and Maryanna 
are grandparents of Antonia Sypek [6], but this grandparent pair is not named on the birth certificate [8] because 
Agnieszka Sowa [15] is named on the certificate as a widow of Jozef Sroka [15].  As explained in Agnieszka’s topic, 
I located the records of 7 of her children [5] by her first marriage;  her parents (grandparents at birth) are named as 
Jedrzej Sowa and Maryanna Kapinos.  Maryanna Kapinos is a common name in the parish records, but Sroka and 
Sowa are not common.  I found Agnieszka’s 1867 marriage record [5] to Sroka, where again her parents are named 
as Jedrzej Sowa & Maryanna Kapinos.  I found 2 birth records for Agnieszka’s children by Sroka;  the maternal 
grandparents are named as Wojciech Kapinos 2 [3] and Teresa Padykula 2 [4], for the previous generation.  
“Teresa” is lucky here, because there are several Wojciech Kapinos men, but Teresa is not a very common name;  I 
did not notice another Teresa Padykula.  While researching other families birth records in the 1850’s, I noticed 
several grandchildren [3] of Wojciech and Teresa, and the grandparents are almost always named correctly, 
providing confidence. 
 I had difficulty finding the birth record for Maryanna Kapinos.  While searching I noticed records for her 
siblings, so I entered all that information into the Descendancy [3].  Difficulty:  Her marriage record implies birth 
year 1802, and the records are from Wamp, so I was looking there.  Only when I searched Wamp from 1812 to 1825 
did I try the Wad records and found her birth in 1823 [2];  this seems like the right record because her parents are 
named correctly.  It seems her parents moved away from Wamp for a short time, or perhaps were staying awhile with 
others. 
 At her birth record, and at the births of her siblings, her Teresa’s grandfather is named as Szymon Padykula 2 
[4]. 
 While searching the birth records, I noticed in the same time frame multiple fathers named Wojciech Kapinos, 
married to 6 different wives (mother in the record);  none of them is named Teresa;  none of them is named 
Padykula;  5 of those couples have records in Wamp. 
 I don’t have a name for the previous generation, a parent of Wojciech Kapinos 2.  If you want to search for this, 
here is what I recommend:  Search the birth records in the 1830’s, when paternal grandparents are sometimes named, 
more often toward the late 1830’s.  You might get lucky and find his parents.  If not, make a list of parents of all 
Wojciech Kapinos, to eliminate some of the Wojciech Kapinos birth records.  Check the death records to see who 
died young.  The goal is to eliminate all but one birth record from my index: 
Kapinos Wojciech birth     1790 4 11 
Kapinos Wojciech birth  Wamp  1790 4 13 
Kapinos Wojciech birth  Wamp  1793 2 24 
Kapinos Wojciech birth  Wamp  1796 4 7 
The best bet is Wamp 1790, parents Jozef & Maryanna Roy, but probability is less than 50%. 
 
Column 4.  Maryanna Kapinos 2 is the bottom name in the 4th column of the Pedigree Chart on page 1 of this 
document.  The top name in the column 4 is Wawrzyniec Gula.  The 8 names in that column are Eugene Gula’s 8 
great grandparents from Wadowice Gorne.  (Everyone has 8 great grandparents - parents of their grandparents.)  All 
8 of these are discussed as topics in this Notes section. 
 
Column 3.  There are 16 names in this column, Eugene Gula’s 16 great-great grandparents.  Top one is Wojciech 1 
Gula.  Some but not all of these have discussion topics.  I did not fully research those without discussion topics, but I 
found records for them in the microfilms.  It is possible I made a mistake in the ones without discussion, so if you 
have interest you might check the microfilms and fix my mistakes, if any. 
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 All the names in the Pedigree Chart have [hot links] to the Descendancy, where those names land in the same 
column.  Those with discussion topics in these Notes have [hot links] next to their name.  You can click on the [hot 
links] to find discussions.  Or use the Word Bookmark list;  the bookmarks starting with “D” go to the Descendancy;  
those without “D” go to the Notes discussions. 
 
Column 2.  Column 2 is the default margin for this document.  There are 23 names in this column on page 1, Eugene 
Gula’s 3-great grandparents.  There should be 32;  9 are missing (2 Jun 2016 version).  It is possible these 9 have 
microfilm records;  I did not make the effort to find them all.  Some of them, for example the parents of Wojciech 
Kapinos 2, I know would be tedious to research because of the multiple individuals named Wojciech Kapinos.  
Others of these 9 missing names might be easy to find in the microfilms.  Again, I’m am reasonably confident of 
those names that have Notes , and not as confident of those without Notes. 
 
Column 1.  Column 1 is offset left of the margin.  There are 5 names in this column on page 1, Eugene Gula’s 4-
great grandparents.  There should be 64.  I’m sure the microfilms do not have all 64 names, but I think if someone 
made the effort to study the microfilms, more names could be added beyond those 5. 
 Jakub 1 Gula 2 in column 1 is a duplicate;  the same name appears in column 2, because he is the father of one 
ancestor and also the grandfather of a different ancestor, as discussed in the topic for Maryanna 2 Gula 2 [17]. 
 Stanislaw Turski is in Column 1;  he could be added again, as father of Maryanna Turski, because he might be 
the father of two different ancestors.  In this case, I chose not to list him twice, because the evidence is very sparse, 
as discussed in his topic [14]. 
 
Family name lines.  Dave Gula’s genealogy is by far the largest I have done for Wadowice Gorne parish.  The 
Pedigree Chart on page 1 has 26 family name lines (2 Jun 2016 version).  That would be 24 lines if the duplicate 
Jakub 1 Gula 2 and the duplicate Turski lines are considered the same. 
 Actually, it should be less than 24, because the 5 instances of the same family name:  Gula and Gula 2 lines 
might have a common ancestor;  Robak and Robak 2 lines might have a common ancestor;  Kapinos and Kapinos 2 
and Kapinos 3 lines might have a common ancestor;  Sypek and Sypek 2 lines might have a common ancestor;  
Padykula and Padykula 2 lines might have a common ancestor.  I doubt a common family name necessarily means 
common ancestry, because surely when families were picking names sometimes the same name must have been 
chosen independently by different family lines.   But I have no idea how common that was - how many of these 5 
instances might be independent.  For those that do have a common ancestor, most of those would be before the 
earliest 1777 records on microfilm, so we don’t know if the common ancestor lived in the 18th, or 17, or 16th 
century. 
 In summary, the 26 family lines that I found in this project have a total of 7 duplicates, so the actual ancestral 
lines might be anywhere from 19 to 26. 
 It’s also more complicated because of NPEs - Non Paternal Events - such as secret adoption, illegitimacy, 
cuckoldry, etc - cases where a well documented family line is actually not genetically continuous.  NPEs are rare, 
perhaps 1% or 3% per generation, but there are about a hundred generation events on page 1, so the probability of 1 
or 2 or 3 NPEs is reasonable. 
 
My Pedigree Chart.  I found 18 family lines for my grandfather’s ancestry from Wadowice Gorne.  See page 160 of 
my on-line book. 
http://www.gwozdz.org/GwozdzFamilyTreeLivingDeleted.pdf 
 My grandfather was born 1885, close to Wladyslaw Gula born 1889 [2], and page 1 here has 13 for Wladyslaw;  
I found more for my grandfather because I spent more time and effort for him.  I studied not only the Wadowice 
Gorne microfilms but also records at near by parishes where I found an ancestor who moved to Wadowice Gorne.  I 
studied records at the parish rectory that have not been microfilmed.  I guess that implies that if someone spends 
more effort, it might be possible to find evidence for about 18 lines for Wladyslaw and about 18 for Antonia Sypek 
[6], born 1893. 
 When I started this project, I expected to find a common ancestor for me and Dave Gula.  It’s interesting that I 
did not, although I found two cases of common ancestry between Dave’s grandparents - discussed in the previous 
topic - Gula 2 with high confidence and Turski with lower confidence. 
 My pedigree chart has only one duplicate family name where I did not establish a connection. 
 My pedigree chart has 4 family names in common with Dave Gula’s:  Gula, Sypek, Morytko, and Ogorzalek.  I 
suppose it is likely we have a common ancestor in one or more of those lines just before the 1777 earliest records.  
That is, among those 64 names (32 ancestral couples) that belong in column 1 on page 1.  If that’s the case, we 
would be 6th cousins.  If that’s not the case, surely we are 7th cousins - related back around 1700, where Dave has 
64 ancestral couples and I have 32.  We could easily be 7th cousins in 4 different lines, which is genetically 
equivalent to 6th cousins. 
 

http://www.gwozdz.org/GwozdzFamilyTreeLivingDeleted.pdf
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